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PostulateC transitivityy
of social indifference).- -If from a social standpoint
neither of X and 1 is preferredto the
other, and again neitherof Y and Z is
preferredto the other,then likewiseneitherofX and Z is preferredto the other.
These three postulates are meant to
insure that "social preference" establishes a completeorderingamong the possible social situations, from which the
existenceof a social welfarefunction(at
least of an ordinal type) at once follows.
(Actually, two postulates would have
sufficedif, in the postulates, "weak"
preference,which does not exclude the
possibilityof indifference,
had been used
instead of "strong" preference.)
Postulate D (positiverelationof social
preferences
to individualpreferences).-If
a givenindividuali preferssituationX to
situation Y, and none of the other individuals prefersY to X, then X is preferredto Y froma social standpoint.
As already mentionedPostulate 1) expressesa generallyaccepted individualistic value judgment.
II
Finally, Fleming's Postulate E states
Fleming expresses his ethical postu- essentiallythat on issues on which two
lates in termsof two alternativeconcep- individuals' interests (preferences)contual frameworks:one in terms of an flict,all otherindividuals'interestsbeing
"ideal utilitarianism"of G. E. Moore's unaffected,social preferencesshould detype, the other in termsof a preference pend exclusivelyon comparingthe relamorefamiliarto economists. tive social importanceof the interestsat
terminology
Though he evidentlysets greaterstoreby stake of each of the two individualsconthe firstapproach, I shall adopt the sec- cerned. In other words, it requires that
ond, whichseems to be freerof unneces4 Of course,when I speak of preferences"from
sary metaphysicalcommitments.I have a social standpoint,"often
abbreviated to "social"
also taken the libertyof rephrasinghis preferencesand the like, I always mean preferences
based on a given individual's value judgmentsconpostulates to some extent.
cerning"social welfare." The foregoingpostulates
PostulateA (asymmetry
of social pref- are meant to imposerestrictionson any in(lividual's
erence).-If "froma social standpoint"4 value judgemnents
of this kind, and thus represent,
situation X is preferredto situation Y, as it were, value judgments of the second order,
that is, value judgments concerningvalue juldgthen Y is not preferredto X.
ments.Later I shall discuss the concept of "l)referPostulateB (transitivity
of social pref- ences from a social standpoint" at some length
erence). If froma social standpointX is and introducethe distinctiveterm "ethical preferences" to describe them (in Sec. IV). But at this
preferredto Y, and Y to Z, then X is stage I do not want to prejudge the issue by using
preferredto Z.
this terminology.
late mentionedearlier,though it represents,as I shall argue, a value judgment
perfectlyacceptable according to common ethical standards (Sec. II). I shall
also attemptto show that, if both social
and individual preferencesare assumed
to satisfy the von Neumann-Morgenstern-Marschakaxioms about choicesbetween uncertainprospects,even a much
weaker ethical postulate than Fleming's
sufficesto establish an additive cardinal
social welfarefunction(Sec. III). In effect, it will be submitted that a mere
logical analysis of what we mean by
value judgments concerningsocial welfare and by social welfare functions
leads, without any additional ethical
postulates,to a social welfarefunctionof
this mathematicalform(Sec. IV). Finally, I shall turn to the problemof interpersonal comparisons of utility, which
gains new interestby the revival of an
additive cardinal welfare concept, and
shall examine what logical basis, if any,
thereis forsuch comparisons(Sec. V).
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the distributionof utilitiesbetweeneach
pair ofindividualsshouldbe judged separately on its own merits,independently
of how utilities(or income) are distributed among the other members of the
community.
PostulateE (independentevaluationof
the utilitydistribution5
betweeneach pair
of individuals). (1) There are at least
threeindividuals. (2) Suppose that individual i is indifferent
between situations
X and X' and also between situationsY
and Y', but preferssituationsX and X'
to situationsY and Y'. Suppose, further,
that individualj is also indifferent
betweenX and X' and between Y and Y',
but (unlike individual i) prefersY and
Y' to X and X'. Suppose also that all
otherindividualsare indifferent
between
X and Y, and likewisebetween X' and
yV.6 Then social preferencesshould always go in the same way betweenX and
Y as theydo betweenX' and Y' (that is,
iffroma social standpointX is preferred
to Y. thenX' should also be preferredto
1'; if froma social standpointX and Y
are regarded as indifferent,the same
should be true of X' and Y'; and if from
a social standpoint Y is preferredto X,
then Y' should also be preferredto X').
Postulate E is a natural extensionof
the individualisticvalue judgment expressed by Postulate D. Postulate D already impliesthat if the choice between
two situationsX and Y happens to affect
the interestsof the individuals i and j
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only, without affectingthe interestsof
anybody else, social choice must depend
exclusivelyon i's and j's interests provided that i's and j's interestsagree in
this matter. Postulate E now adds that
in the assumed case social choice must
depend exclusivelyon i's andj's interests
(and on weighingthese two interestsone
against the otherin termsof a consistent
ethical standard), even if i's and j's interestsare in conflict.Thus both postulates make social choice dependentsolely
on the individual interests directly affected.7They leave no roomforthe separate interestsof a superindividualstate
or of impersonalculturalvalues8 (except
for the ideals of equity incorporatedin
the ethical postulates themselves).
At firstsight,Postulate E may look inconsistentwith the widespread habit of
judging the "fairness"or "unfairness"of
the distributionof income between two
individuals,not onlyon the basis of these
two people's personal conditions and
needs, but also on the basis of comparing

I In view ofconsumers'notorious"irrationality,"
some people may feel that these postulates go too
far in accepting the consumers' sovereigntydoctrine.These people may reinterpret
the termsin the
postulates referringto individual preferencesas
denoting,not certainindividuals'actual preferences,
but rather their "true" preferences,that is, the
preferencesthey would manifestunder "ideal conditions," in possession of perfectinformation,
and
actingwith perfectlogic and care. With some ingenuityit shouldnot be too difficult
to give even some
sort of "operational" meaningto these ideal conditions,or to some approximationof them,acceptable forpractical purposes. (Or, alternatively,these
termsmay be reinterpreted
as referring
even to the
5The more general term "utility distribution" preferencesthat these individuals oughtto exhibit
is used instead of the term"income distribution," in termsofa givenethicalstandard.The latterintersince the utilityenjoyed by each individualwill,in pretationwould, of course,deprivethe postulatesof
general,depend not only on his own income but mostof theirindividualisticmeaning.)
also, owingto externaleconomiesand diseconomies
8 These
postulates do not exclude,however,the
of consumption,on otherpeople's incomes.
possibility that such considerationmay influence
6 It is not assumed,however,that theotherindithe relativeweightsgiven to different
individuals'
betweenX and utilitieswithinthe additive social welfarefunction.
viduals are (like i and j) indifferent
X' and between Y and Y'. In effect,were this re- Even by means of additional postulates,this could
strictiveassumptioninsertedinto Postulate E, this be excludedonlyto theextentto whichthecomparilatterwould completelylose the status of an inde- son ofindividualutilitiescan be put on an objective
pendentpostulate and would become a mere corol- basis independent of individual value judgments
lary of Postulate D.
(see Sec. V).
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their incomes with the incomes of the
other membersof theirrespectivesocial
groups. Thus people's judgmentson the
income distribution between a given
workerand his employerwill also depend
on the currentearningsof other similar
workersand employers.But the conflict
with Postulate E is more apparent than
real. In a societywithimportantexternal
economiesand diseconomiesof consumption,wherethe utilityof a given income
depends not only on its absolute size but
also on its relation to other people's incomes, it is not inconsistentwith Postulate E that, in judging the income distributionbetween two individuals,other
people's incomes should also be taken
into account. An incomedistributionbetween a given workerand a given employer, which in the original situation
seemed perfectly"fair" in terms of a
given ethical standard, may require adjustment in the worker's favor, once
wages have generallygone up, since the
worseningof this worker'sposition relative to that of his fellowsmust have reduced him to a lower level of utility.
Postulate E requiresthat the distribution of utilitybetween two individuals
(once the utilitylevels of the two individuals are given) should always be
judged independentlyof how utilityand
income are distributed among other
membersof the society. In the absence
of external economies and diseconomies
of consumption,this would necessarily
also mean judging the distributionof income between two individuals independently of the incomes of others. In the
presence of such economies and diseconomies, however, when the utility
level of any person depends not only on
his own incomebut also on otherpersons'
incomes,it is not inconsistentwith Postulate E that our value judgmenton the
distributionof income between two individuals should be influencedby the in-

come distributionin the restof the society in so far as the income distribution
in the restof the societyaffectsthe utility levels of these two individuals themselves and consequentlythe distribution
of utilitybetweenthem.Postulate E demands only that, once these effectshave
been allowed for,the distributionof income in the rest of the societymust not
have any furtherinfluenceon our value
judgment.
III
In accordance with prevalentusage in
welfareeconomics, 1leming's postulates
referto social or individual preferences
betweensure prospectsonly. However, it
seems desirable to have both sorts of
preferencesdefinedfor choices between
uncertainprospectsas well. More often
than not, we have to choose in practice
between social policies that promise
given definiteresultsonly with largeror
smallerprobabilities.On the otherhand,
if we subscribeto some sort of individualistic ethics,we should like to m-akesocial attitude toward uncertaintysomehow dependent on individual attitudes
toward it (at least if the latter do not
manifesttoo patent and too great an inconsistencyand irrationality).
Since we admit thepossibilityof external economies and diseconomiesof consumption, both social and individual
prospects will, in general, specify the
amounts of differentcommodities congoods
sumed an(l the stocks of different
future
held by all individualsat different
dates (up to the tim-ehorizonadopte(I)
together with their respective probabilities.
As the von Neumann-Morgenstern
axioms9 or the Marschak postulates1?
9 See J. von Neumann and 0. MAorgenstern,
Theoryof Games and Economic Behavior (2d e.;
Princeton,1947), pp. 641 ff.
10J. Marschak, "Rational Behavior, Uncertain
Prospects,and Measurable Utility,"'Econome/rica,
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equivalent to them (which latter I shall to Fleming's Postulate D ratherthan to
adopt) are essential requirementsforra- his Postulate E.
tional behavior, it is natural enough to
I propose to show that Postulate c sufdemand that both social and individual ficesto establish that the cardinal social
preferences"1
should satisfy them. This welfarefunctiondefinedby Postulate a
gives us:
can be obtained as a weightedsum of the
Postulatea -Social preferencessatis- cardinal individual utilityfunctionsdefyNMarschak's
Postulates 1, II, III', and finedby Postulate b (on the understandIV.
ing that the zero point of the social welPostulate b. Individual preferences farefunctionis appropriatelychosen).
satisfythe same fourpostulates.
TheoremL.---Thereexists a social welin addition, we need a postulate to farefunctionsuch that its actuarial value
secure the dependence of social prefer- is maximizedby choices conformableto
ences on individual preferences:
the social preferencesgiven. This social
Postulatec. If two prospectsP and Q welfarefunctionis unique up to linear
are indifferentfrom the standpoint of transformation.
everyindividual,theyare also indifferent Theorem II.-For
each individual
froma social standpoint.
there exists a utilityfunctionsuch that
Postulate c once more represents,of its actuarial value is maximized by
course,an individualisticvalue judgment choices conformableto the individual's
though a very weak one, comparable preferences. This utility function is
unique up to linear transformation.
XVIII (1950), 111-41, esp. 116-21. Marschak's
Both theoremsfollowfromMarschak's
postulatescan be summarizedas follows.PostulateI
argument.
(comnplehe
ordering):The relationofpreference
establishes a complete ordering among all prospects.
Let W denote a social welfarefunction
PostulateII (continuity): If prospect P is pre- satisfyingTheorem I and
Uj denote a
ferredto prospectR, while prospectQ has an interthe
i'th
individual,
utility
function
of
mediate positionbetweenthem (being preferredto
R but less preferredthan P), then there exists a
satisfyingTheorem II. Moreover,let W
mixtureof P and R, withappropriateprobabilities, be chosen so that W = 0 if forall the n
such as to be exactlyindifferent
to Q. PostulateIII'
=
Un = 0.
numberofnonindifferent
prospects):There individuals U1 = U2 = ...
(sotf/icient
are at least fourmutuallynonindifferent
TheoremIII.
W is a single-valued
prospects.
PostoloteI V (equivalenceof mixtureof equivalent function of U1, U2, . . . , Un. This folprospects):If prospects Q and Q' are indifferent,
lows, in view of TheoremsI and II, from
then,forany prospectP, a givenmixtureofP and Q
is ini(lifferentto
a similarmixture
ofP and Q', (that is, Postulate c.
to a mixtureof P and Q' whichhas the same probais a homogeneous
TheoremIV.-W
bilitiesforthe corresponding
constituentprospects).
PostulateI is needed to establishthe existenceof functionof the firstorderof U1, U2, ....
even an ordinalutility(or welfare)function,while Un.
the otherthreepostulatesare requiredto establish
Proof.-We want to show that, if the
the existenceof a cardinalutility(or welfare)function.But, as PostulatesII and III are almosttrivial, individual utilities U1 = u1; U2 = u2;
Postulate IV may be regardedas being decisive for ... .; U = ut correspondto the social
cardinalityas against mereordinality.
welfareW = w, thenthe individualutili11There are reasonsto believe that,in actuality, ties U1 = k-ul; U2 = k-u2;. . . ;
Un =
individualpreferencesbetweenuncertainprospects
-un correspond to the social welfare
k
do not always satisfythese postulates of rational
behavior (for example, owing to a certain "love W = k-w.
of (langer"; see Marschak, op. cit., pp. 137-41). In
This will be shown firstfor the case
this case we may fall back again upon the prefer0 ? k < 1. Suppose that prospect
where
ences each individual would manifestunder "ideal
0 representsU1 = U2 = . * . Z ( n= 0
conditions"(see n. 5).
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for the differentindividuals and consequently representsW = 0 for society,
while prospect P represents U1 = ul;
U2 = H12; . * . ; Un = un for the former
and W = w forthe latter. Moreover,let
Q be the mixed prospect of obtaining
either prospect 0 (with the probability
1 - p) or prospect P (with the probabilityp). Then, obviously,Q will repre-

sentU1= P ul; U2

11p we obtain the desired resultfor the
case where k > 1 (by an appropriate
choice of p we can make k equal to any
number >1).
TheoremV. W is a weightedsum of
the individual utilities,of the form
W'=la.

U,

where ai stands for the value that W

; Un =
takes when Ui = 1 and Uj = 0 for all
p u, for the individuals and W= p -w j 5 i.
Proof.--Let Si be a prospect reprefor society. Now, if we write k= p, a
=

. ...

comparison between the values of the
variables belonging to prospect P and
those belonging to prospect Q will, in
view of Theorem III, establish the desiredresultforthe case where0 < k ? 1
(p, being a probability,cannot be <0
or > 1).
Next let us consider the case where
k < 0. Let us choose prospectR so that
prospect 0 becomes equivalent to the
mixed prospectof obtainingeitherprospect R (with the probabilityp) or prospect P (with the probability 1 - p). A
little calculation will show that in this
case prospect R will represent U1 =
p)-u1; U2 = (1 - 1P)-112; ... ;
(11P
inUn = (1 - I/p)-un for the different
dividuals and W = (1 - 1 p) -w for society. If we now write k = 1 - 11p, a
comparison between the variables belonging to R and those belongingto P
will establish the desired result for the
case k < 0 (by an appropriatechoice of
the probabilityp, we can make k equal to
any negative number).
Finally, the case where k > 1 can be
taken care of by findinga prospect S
such that prospectP becomes equivalent
to the mixed prospectof obtainingeither
S (with a probabilityp) or 0 (with a
probability1 - p). Then thisprospectS
will be connectedwith the values U1 =
l/p*Ul;

U2 = lp8U2;

it. and W-

...

; U,. = l/p.

1p-w. If we now writek =

sentingthe utilityUi to the ith individual and the utilityzero to all other individuals. Then, accordingto TheoremIV,
forSi we have W = ai- Us.
Let T be the mixedprospectof obtaining eitherS or S2 or . . . Sn, each with
probability 11n. Then T will represent
the individualutilitiesU11n, U2/n,
U/is and the social welfare
.

1

W=-*wNa -Us
1'1

In view of Theorem IV, this directlyimplies that if the individual utilityfunctions take the values U,, U2, . . ,Un
respectively,the social welfarefunction
has the value
W= la* U.,
as desired.'2
IV
In the pre-Pareto conceptual framework,the distinctionbetweensocial welfare and individual utilitieswas free of
ambiguity. Individual utilitieswere assumed to be directlygiven by introspection,and social welfarewas simplytheir
sum. In the modernapproach, however,
the distinctionis far less clear. On the
one hand, our social welfareconcept has
12 If we want a formalguaranty that no individual's utility can be given a negativeweight in
the social welfarefunction,we must add one more
postulate (for instance,Postulate D of Sec. II).
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come logically nearer to an individual
utilityconcept. Social welfareis no longer regardedas an objective quantity,the
same for all, by necessity.Rather, each
individual is supposed to have a social
welfarefunctionof his own, expressing
his own individual values in the same
way as each individualhas a utilityfunction of his own, expressinghis own individual taste. On the otherhand, our individual utility concept has come logically nearer to a social welfareconcept.
Owing to a greaterawareness of the importance of externaleconomies and diseconomiesof consumptionin our society,
each individual's utilityfunctionis now
regardedas dependent not only on this
particular individual's economic (and
noneconomic)conditionsbut also on the
economic (and other) conditions of all
other individuals in the community-in
the same way as a social welfarefunction
is dependenton the personal conditions
of all individuals.
At the same time,we cannot allow the
distinctionbetween an individual's social welfarefunctionand his utilityfunction to be blurredifwe want (as most of
us do, I think) to uphold the principle
that a social welfarefunctionoughtto be
based not on the utilityfunction(subjective preferences)of one particular individual only (namely, the individual
whose value judgments are expressedin
this welfarefunction),but ratheron the
utilityfunctions(subjective preferences)
of all individuals,representinga kind of
"fair compromise"among them.'3Even
if both an individual's social welfare
functionand his utility function in a
sense express his own individual preferences, they must express preferencesof
different
sorts: the formermust express
13 This principleis essentiallyidenticalwithProfessorArrow's "nondictatorship"postulate in his
Social Choice and Individual Values (New York,
1951), p. 30 (see also n. 12).
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what this individual prefers(or, rather,
would prefer)on the basis of impersonal
social considerationsalone, and the lattermustexpresswhat he actuallyprefers,
whetheron the basis of his personal interestsor on any otherbasis. The former
may be called his "ethical" preferences,
the latter his "subjective" preferences.
Only his "subjective" preferences(which
define his utility function) will express
his preferencesin the full sense of the
word as they actually are, showing an
egoisticattitude in the case of an egoist
and an altruisticattitude in the case of
an altruist. His "ethical" preferences
(whichdefinehis social welfarefunction)
will,on the otherhand, expresswhat can
in only a qualified sense be called his
"preferences": they will, by definition,
expresswhat he prefersonlyin thosepossiblyraremomentswhen he forcesa special impartial and impersonal attitude
upon himself.'4
In effect,the ethical postulates pro14 Mr. Little's objection to Arrow'snondictatorship postulate (see Little's review article in the
Journal of Political Economy,LX [October,1952],
esp. 426-31) loses its force, once the distinction
between "ethical" and "subjective" preferencesis
noted. It does, then,make sense that an individual
should morallydisapprove(in termsof his "ethical"
which
ofan unequal incomedistribution
preferences)
benefitshim financially,and should still preferit
(in termsof his "subjective" preferences)to a more
egalitarianone or shouldeven fightforit-behavior
morallyregrettablebut certainlynot logically inconceivable.
Arrow's distinction between an individual's
"tastes" (which ordersocial situationsonly according to their effectson his own consumption)and
his "values" (which take account also of external
economiesand diseconomiesof consumptionand of
ethical considerations,in orderingsocial situations)
does not meetthe difficulty,
since it does not explain
how an individualcan withoutinconsistencyaccept
a social welfarefunctionconflictingwith his own
"values." This can be understoodonly if his social
welfarefunctionsrepresentspreferencesof another
sort than his "values" do. (Of course,in my terminology Arrow's "values" fall in the class of "suband notin theclass of "ethical"
jective" preferences
as is easily seen fromthe way in which
preferences,
he definesthem.)
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posed in Sections II and 111-namely,
Postulates D, E, and c can be regarded
as simplyan implicitdefinitionof what
sort of "impartial" or "impersonal"attitude is requiredto underlie"ethical" preferences:thesepostulatesessentiallyserve
to exclude nonethical subjective preferences fromsocial welfarefunctions.But
thisaim may also be securedmoredirectly by explicitly definingthe impartial
and impersonalattitude demanded.
I have argued elsewhere' that an individual's preferencessatisfy this requirementof impersonalityif they indicate what social situation he would
choose if he did not know what his personal positionwould be in the new situation choosen (and in any of its alternatives) but ratherhad an equal chanceof
obtaining any of the social positions'6
existingin this situation,fromthe highest down to the lowest. Of course, it is
immaterialwhetherthis individual does
not in fact know how his choice would
affecthis personal interests or merely
disregardsthis knowledgefora moment
when he is makinghis choice. As I have
tried to show17 in eithercase an impersonal choice (preference)of thiskind can
in a technical sense be regarded as a
choice between"uncertain"prospects.
This implies, however, without any
additional ethical postulates that an individual's impersonalpreferences,
ifthey
are rational, must satisfy Marschak's
"I See my"Cardinal Utilityin Welfare
Economics
and in the Theory of Risk-taking," Journal of
PoliticalEconomy,LXI (October,1953), 434-35.
16 Or, rather,if he

had an equal chance of being
"put in the place of" any individualmemberof the
society,with regardnot only to his objective social
(and economic) conditions,but also to his subjective attitudesand tastes. In otherwords,he ought
to judge the utilityof anotherindividual'sposition
not in termsof his own attitudes and tastes but
ratherin termsof the attitudes and tastes of the
individual actually holdingthis position.
17Op. cit.

axioms and consequentlymust definea
cardinal social welfarefunctionequal to
the arithmeticalmean18of the utilitiesof
all individuals in the society (since the
arithmeticalmean of all individual utilities gives the actuarial value of his uncertain prospect, defined by an equal
probabilityof being put in the place of
any individual in the situation chosen).
More exactly, if the formerindividual
has any objective criterionforcomparing
his fellows'utilitieswithone anotherand
with his own (see Sec. V), his social welfare function will represent the unweightedmean of these utilities,while in
the absence ofsuch an objective criterion
it will,in general,representtheirweighted mean, with arbitraryweightsdependingonlyon his personalvalue judgments.
In the formercase social welfarewill in
a sense be an objective quantity,whereas
in the lattercase it will containan important subjective element;but even in this
latter case it will be somethingvery differentfromthe utilityfunctionof the individual concerned.19
V

There is no doubt about the fact that
people do make, or at least attempt to
make, interpersonalcomparisonsof utility, both in the sense of comparingdifferent persons' total satisfactionand in the
18 Obviously,the (unweightedor weighted)mean
of the individual utilities definesthe same social
welfarefunctionas theirsum (weightedby the same
relative weights), except for an irrelevantproportionalityconstant.

19The conceptof ethical preferences
used in this
sectionimplies,ofcourse,an ethical theorydifferent
fromthe now prevalentsubjective attitude theory,
since it makes a person's ethical judgments the
expression,not of his subjective attitudes in general, but ratherof certain special unbiased impersonal attitudesonly. I shall set out the philosophic
case forthisethical theoryin a forthcoming
publication. (For a similar view, see J. N. Findlay, "The
Justificationof Attitudes," Mind, N.S., LXIII
[April,19541,145-61.)
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people. At the same time,under
sense of comparingincrementsor decre- different
persons' satisfaction.20 these conditionsthislogical possibilityof
mentsin different
The problem is only what logical basis, differentsusceptibilities to satisfaction
if any, thereis forsuch comparisons.
would hardly be more than a metaIn general,we have two indicatorsof physical curiosity.If two objects or huthe utilitythat otherpeople attach to dif- man beings show similarbehavior in all
ferentsituations:theirpreferencesas re- their relevant aspects open to observavealed by theiractual choices,and their tion, the assumption of some unobserv(verbal or nonverbal) expressionsof sat- able hidden differencebetween them
isfactionor dissatisfactionin each situa- must be regardedas a completelygratuition. But while the use of these indica- tous hypothesis and one contrary to
tors for comparing the utilities that a sound scientificmethod.22(This principle
givenperson ascribes to differentsitua- may be called the "principle of unwarIn the last analytheir ranteddifferentiation."
tions is relativelyfreeof difficulty,
use for comparing the utility that dif- sis, it is on the basis of thisprinciplethat
ferentpersons ascribe to each situation we ascribe mental states to otherhuman
entails a special problem.In actual fact, beings at all: the denial of this principle
Thus
as- would at once lead us to solipsism.23
thisproblemhas two ratherdifferent
pects, one purely metaphysicaland one in the case ofpersonswithsimilarpreferpsychological,which have not, however, ences and expressive reactions we are
fullyentitledto assume that they derive
kept apart.
always been sufficiently
The metaphysicalproblem would be the same utilitiesfromsimilarsituations.
In the real world, of course, different
presenteven if we tried to compare the
personswith people's preferencesand theirexpressive
utilitiesenjoyedby different
identical preferencesand with identical reactions to similar situations may be
and thisdoes representa
expressive reactions to any situation. ratherdifferent,
in comparingthe utiliE1'venin this case, it would not be incon- veryreal difficulty
people--a difficeivable that such persons should have ties enjoyed by different
differentsusceptibilitiesto satisfaction cultyin additionto the metaphysicaldifand should attach differentutilities to ficultyjust discussed and independentof
identical situations, for, in principle, it. I shall referto it as the psychological
sinceit is essentiallya question
identical preferences may well corre- difficulty,
between
absolute levels of utili- of how psychologicaldifferences
spond to different
ty (as long as the ordinalpropertiesof all people in the widest sense (for example,
persons'utilityfunctionsare the same21),
21 Even identical preferencesamong uncertain
and identical expressive reactions may prospects
(satisfyingthe Marschak axioms) are
well indicatedifferent
mentalstates with compatiblewith differentabsolute levels of utility,
See I. AM.D. Little, A Critique of Welfare
EIconomics(Oxford,1950), chap. iv. I have nothing
to add to Little's conclusion on the possibilityof
interpersonalcomparisonsof utility.I onlywant to
supplementhis argument by an analysis of the
logical basis of such comparisons.I shall deal with
the problemof comparisionsbetweentotal utilities
only,neglectingtheproblemofcomparisonsbetween
differences
in utility,since the social welfarefunctions discussed in the previous sections contain
onlytotal utilitiesofindividuals.
2'

since theydo not uniquelydeterminethezero points
and the scales of the correspondingcardinal utility
functions.

22 By making a somewhat freeuse of Professor
Carnap's distinction,we may say that the assumption of differentsusceptibilitiesof satisfactionin
this case, even thoughit would not be against the
canons of deductivelogic, would most definitelybe
against the canons of inductivelogic.

23See Little, A Critique of WelfareEconomics,
pp. 56-57.
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differencesin consumptionhabits, cultural background,social status, and sex
and otherbiologicalconditions,as well as
purely psychologicaldifferences,inborn
or acquired) affectthe satisfactionthat
people derive from each situation. The
problem in general takes the following
form.If one individual preferssituation
X to situationY, whileanotherprefersY
to X, is this so because the formerindividual attaches a higherutilityto situation X, or because he attaches a lower
utilityto situation Y, than does the latter-or is this perhaps the resultof both
these factors at the same time? And,
again, ifin a given situationone individual gives more forciblesigns of satisfaction or dissatisfactionthan another, is
this so because the formerfeelsmore intense satisfaction or dissatisfaction,or
onlybecause he is inclinedto give stronger expressionto his feelings?
This psychologicaldifficulty
is accessible to direct empiricalsolution to the
extent to which these psychologicaldifferencesbetween people are capable of
change, and it is thereforepossible for
some individuals to make direct comparisons between the satisfactionsopen
to one human type and those open to
another.24Of course,many psychological
variablesare not capable ofchange or are
capable ofchangeonlyin some directions
but not in others.For instance,a number
of inbornmental or biological characteristics cannot be changed at all, and,
though the cultural patterns and attitudes of an individualbornand educated
in one social group can be considerably
changed by transplantinghim to another,usually theycannot be completely
24 On the reliabilityof comparisonsbetweenthe
utility of differentsituations before a change in
one's "taste" (taken in the broadestsense) and after
it, see the firsttwo sections of my "Welfare Economics of Variable Tastes," Revjcw of Economic
Studies,XXI, (1953-54), 204-8.

assimilated to the culturalpatterns and
attitudes of the second group. Thus it
may easily happen that, if we want to
comparethe satisfactionsof two different
classes of human beings,we cannot find
any individual whose personal experiences would cover the satisfactions of
both these classes.
Interpersonal comparisons of utility
made in everydaylifeseem, however,to
principle(which
be based on a different
is, of course,seldom formulatedexplicitly). If two individuals have opposite
preferencesbetween two situations, we
usually tryto findout the psychological
differencesresponsiblefor this disagreement and, on the basis of our general
knowledgeof human psychology,try to
judge to what extent these psychological differencesare likely to increase or
decrease their satisfactionderived from
each situation. For example, if one individual is ready at a given wage rate to
supply morelabor than another,we tend
in general to explain this mainly by his
having a lower disutilityforlabor if his
physique is much more robust than that
of the otherindividual and if thereis no
between the two
ascertainabledifference
individuals' economic needs; we tend to
explain it mainly by his having a higher
utility for income (consumptiongoods)
if the two individuals' physiques are
similar and if the formerevidentlyhas
much greater economic needs (for example, a largerfamilyto support).
Undoubtedly, both these methods of
tackling what we have called the "psyare subject to rathchologicaldifficulty"
In general,the
er large marginsof error.25
greaterthe psychological,biological,culbetween two
tural, and social differences
25
Though perhaps it would not be too difficult
to reduce these margins quite considerably (for
example, by using appropriate statistical techniques), should there be a need for more precise
results.
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people, the greater the margin of error
attached to comparisons between their
utility.
Particular uncertainty is connected
withthe second method,since it depends
on our generalknowledgeof psychological laws, whichis still in a largelyunsatisfactorystate.26What is more, all our
knowledgeabout the psychologicallaws
of satisfactionis ultimatelyderivedfrom
observinghow changes in different
(psychologicaland other) variables affectthe
satisfactionsan individual obtains from
various situations.We thereforehave no
directempiricalevidenceon how people's
satisfactionsare affectedby the variables
that, for any particular individual, are
not capable of change. Thus we can, in
general,judge the influenceof these "unchangeable" variables only on the basis
of the correlationsfound between these
and the "changeable" variables, whose
influencewe can observe directly. For
instance,let us take sex as an example of
"unchangeable" variables (disregarding
the fewinstancesof sex change) and abstractive ability as an example of
"changeable" variables. We tend to assume that the average man findsgreater
satisfaction than the average woman
does in solvingmathematicalpuzzles because, allegedly, men in general have
greaterabstractive ability than women.
But this reasoning depends on the imin the
plicit assumptionthat differences
"unchangeable" variables, if unaccomp)anliedby differencesin the "changeable" variables, are in themselves im-
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material. For example, we must assume
that men and women equal in abstractive ability (and the otherrelevantcharacteristics)would tend to findthe same
satisfactionin workingon mathematical
problems.
Of course, the assumption that the
"unchangeable" variables in themselves
have no influenceis ex hypothesi
not open
to direct empiricalcheck. It can be justifiedonly by the a prioriprinciplethat,
when one variable is alleged to have a
certaininfluenceon another,the burden
ofprooflies on thosewho claim the existThus the secence of such an influence.27
ond methodof interpersonalutilitycomparison rests in an importantsense on
empirical evidence more indirect28than
that underlyingthe firstmethod.On the
other hand, the second method has the
advantage of also being applicable in
those cases where no one individual can
possibly have wide enough personal experience to make direct utilitycomparisons in termsof the firstmethod.
In any case, it should now be sufficientlyclear that interpersonalcompari-

27 This principlemay be called the "principleof
unwarrantedcorrelation"and is again a principle
of inductivelogic,closelyrelatedto the principleof
referredto earlier.
unwarranteddifferentiation
28 There is also another reason for which conclusionsdependenton the principleof unwarranted
correlationhave somewhat less cogency than conclusions dependent only on the principle of unwarranted differentiation.The former principle
refersto the case where two individuals differin a
certainvariable X (in ourexample,in sex) but where
thereis no special evidencethat theydiffer
also in a
certain othervariable Y (in susceptibilityto satisfaction). The latter principle,on the other hand,
26 Going back to our example, for instance, the
refersto the case where there is no ascertainable
disutilityof labor and the utilityof incomeare un- differenceat all between the two individuals in
any observable variable whatever,not even in X
likely,to be actually independentvariables (as I
have tacitlyassumed), thoughit may not always be (in sex). Now, though the assumption that these
clear in whichfwaytheirmutual influenceactually two individuals differin Y (in susceptibilityto
goes. In any case, income is enjoyed in a different satisfaction)would be a gratuitoushypothesisin
way, dependingon the ease with which it has been either case, obviously it would be a less unnatural
earned,and labor is put up within a different
spirit, hypothesisin the firstcase (wherethereis some obdependingon the strengthof one's need foraddi- served differencebetween the two individuals)
than in the secondcase (wherethereis none).
tional income.
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sons of utilityare not value judgments the basis of personalguesses more or less

based on some ethical or political postu- dependenton our own value judgments.
lates but ratherare factual propositions
On the otherhand, if the information
bTasedon certain principlesof inductive needed is available, individualisticethics
logic.
consistentlyrequires the use, in the soAt the same time,ProfessorRobbins29 cial welfarefunction,of individual utiliis clearly rightwhen he maintains that ties not subjected to restrictivepostupropositionswhich purport to be inter- lates. The impositionof restrictiveethipersonalcomparisonsofutilityoftencon- cal or political conventionson the inditain a purelyconventionalelementbased vidual utilityfunctionswould necessarion ethical or political value judgments. ly qualify our individualism, since it
For instance,the assumptionthat differ- would decrease the dependence of our
ent individuals have the same suscepti- social welfare function on the actual
bilityto satisfactionoftenexpressesonly preferencesand actual susceptibilitiesto
the egalitarian value judgment that all satisfaction,of the individual members
individuals should be treated equally of the society,puttingin its place a deratherthan a beliefin a factual psycho- pendence on our own ethical or political
logical equality betweenthem.Or, again, value judgments (see nn. 5 and 6).
To sum up, the morecompleteour facdifferentpeople's total satisfaction is
oftencomparedon the tacit understand- tual informationand the more completeing that the gratificationof wants re- ly individualisticour ethics,the morethe
individuals' social welfarefuncgarded as "immoral" in termsof a cer- different
tain ethicalstandardshall not count.But tions will convergetoward the same obin orderto avoid confusion,such propo- jective quantity,namely,theunweighted
sitions based on ethical or political re- sum (or ratherthe unweightedarithmestrictivepostulates must be clearly dis- tic mean) of all individual utilities.This
tinguishedfrom interpersonalcompari- followsboth from(eitherof two alternasons of utility without a conventional tive sets of) ethical postulates based on
elementof this kind.
commonlyaccepted individualisticethiIt must also be admitted that the use cal value judgments and fromthe mere
of conventionalpostulates based on per- logical analysis of the concept of a social
sonal value judgmentsmay sometimesbe welfare function.The latter interpretadue not to our freechoice but ratherto tion also removescertaindil-'cultiesconour lack of the factual informationneed- nected with the concept of a social weled to give our interpersonalutilitycom- fare function,which have been brought
parisonsa moreobjectivebasis. In effect, out by Little's criticism of certain of
if we do not know anythingabout the Arrow'sconclusions.
relative urgency of differentpersons'
Of course,the practicalneed forreacheconomicneeds and still have to make a ing decisionson public policywill require
decision,we can hardly avoid acting on us to formulatesocial welfarefunctionsexplicitlyor implicitly even if we lack
29 See L. Robbins, "Robertson on Utility and
the factual informationneeded forplacScope,"Economica,,N.S.,XX(1953),99-ill,esp. 109;
see also his Anw
Essay onltheNature and Signific(ance ing interpersonalcomparisonsof utility
of Economic Science (2d ed.; London, 1948), chap. on an objective basis. But even in this
vi; and his "InterpersonalComparisonsof Utility,"
case, grantingthe proposed ethical posEconomic Journal, XlIII
(December, 1938)
of
tulates (or the proposedinterpretation
635-41.
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the concept of a social welfarefunction),
our social welfarefunctionmust take the
formof a weightedsum (weightedmean)
of all individual utility functions,with
moreor less arbitraryweightschosen accordingto our own value judgments.
There is here an interestinganalogy
with the theory of statistical decisions
(and, in general,the theoryof choosing
among alternative hypotheses). In the
same way as in the latter, it has been
shown30 that a rational man (whose
choices satisfycertain simple postulates
of rationality)must act as if he ascribed
numericalsubjective probabilitiesto all
30See Marschak's discussion of what he calls
"Ramsey's norm," in his paper on "Probability in
the Social Sciences," in AlathematicalThinkingin
tlheSocial Sciences, ed. P. F. Lazarsfeld (Glencoe,
Ill., 1954), Sec. I, esp. pp. 179-87; also reprintedas
No. 82 of "Cowles CommissionPapers" (N.S.).
For a surveyofearlierliteraturesee K. J. Arrow,
AlternativeApproachesto the Theory of Choice in
XIX (OctoRisk-takingSituations,"Econometrica,
ber, 1951), 404-37, esp. 431-32, and the references
therequoted.
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alternativehypotheses,even ifhis factuto do this on
al informationis insufficient
an objective basis---so in welfare economicswe have also foundthat a rational
man (whose choices satisfy certain
simple postulates of rationalityand impartiality) must likewise act as if he
made quantitative interpersonal comparisonsof utility,even if his factual into do this on an
formationis insufficient
objective basis.
Thus if we accept individualistic
ethics and set public policy the task of
satisfyingthe preferencesof the individual membersof the society (decidingbepreferencesof different
tween conflicting
individuals according to certain standards of impartialequity), our social welfarefunctionwill always tend to take the
formof a sum (or mean) of individual
utilities; but whetherthe weightsgiven
to these individual utilitieshave an objective basis or not will depend whollyon
the extentof our factual (psychological)
information.
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